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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce the concept of an (n~ ... .  , n,) block cocyclic pair of non- 
negative matrices which is a generalization of the concept of a cocyclic pair given by 
Johnson and Bru (Linear Algebra Appl. 141 (1990) (227-240L as well as of the concept 
of a block cocyclic pair given by Bru et al. (Linear Algebra Appl. 236 (1996) 231-143). 
Then we generalize the results of Johnson and Bru concerning the cocyclic pair and also 
the results of Bru et al. concerning the block cocyclic pair. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
Key.'ordsv Block cocyclic pairs: Spectrum radii: Right Perton eigenvectors: Irreducible 
I. Introduction 
Johnson and Bru [3] give a lot of interesting results on the spectral radius of 
a product of nonnegative matrices, mainly on simple upper and lower bounds 
for the ratio p(Ai ... Ak)/p(A~)... p(Ak). In order to prove some results for the 
right-hand equality in case k = 2, they introduced an important concept of a 
cocyclic pair of two n x n nonnegative matrices (see Definition J-B(i)) and 
proved some interesting results on this kind of pair (see Theorem J -B). Then 
they introduce in their paper [2] the concept of a block cocyclic pair that is a 
generalization of a cocyclic pair, and generalize the results of [3] concerning 
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the cocyclic pair• In this paper we introduce the concept of an (hi,. • •, nk) block 
cocyclic pair which is a generalization of their block cocyclic pair, and 
generalize the results of [2] concerning the block cocyclic pair. Throughout his 
paper we use the same notation as used in [3,2]. 
First we restate some related definitions and results of [3,2] as follows• 
^ ^ 
Definition J-B. (i) A pair of two nonnegative matrices (A,B) E Mk is a basic 
cocyclic pair, if 
al (0  
, D= bi " 
• • ak - i  " " .  
ak 0 bk-I 0 
where ai > 0, bi > 0, i = 1,.. . ,  k; (.4,/~) is a cocyclic pair, if (PAP T, pBpT) is a 
basic cocyclic pair for some permutation matrix P. 
(it) A pair of two nonnegative matrices (A,B) E M,, n = mk, is a basic block 
cocyclic pair, if 
(0  Ai t' 0 Bk 
". " B i  ". 
,4= , B= , 
• . Ak - I  ". ". 
ilk 0 Bk_ I 0 
in which A~, B~, i = l , . . . , k  are all m × m. (A, B) is a block cocyclic pair, i f  
(PAP T, PBP 1 ) is a basic cocyclic pair for some block permutation matrix P. 
Theorem J-B. (i) (Theorem 9 of [3]): I f  (,4, B) E Mk is a basic cocyclic pair of  
nonnegative matrices with Perron right eigenvectors Yc and f,, respectively, then 
p(AD) ['~/Y]max 
p(t i)p(B) -- [.~/.i~]min 
if and only if ['~/.P]min and [x/.vlmax are attaine<:! at consecutive components of the 
vector [.~/)9] with the former preceding the latter, where ['~/)~]max and ['~/.Y]min are  
respectively the maximal (respectively minimal) elements of  {Y~i/.Pi; i = 1,. . . ,  k }. 
(We take components k and I to be consecutive, with k preceding 1.) 
(it) (Theorem I I of [3]) For an), two positive vectors Yc, P E R k, there exists a 
cocyclic pair of nonnegative matrices (,4, B) E Mk satisfying 
p(A)  = p(B) = l, ,4fc ----- ff, B f~:  y and p(2B)  -- [.~/.~]max/[.~'/.Y]min. 
Here a couple of comments are worth making• Firstly if ,4, B form a cocyclic 
pair, then both of them are irreducible nonnegative matrices• Secondly since 
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p(A) = p(/~) = 1 in the proof of Theorem 11 of [3], when restate this theorem 
as Theorem J-B(ii) we make some change to emphasize that the given positive 
vectors .~, fi are fixed points of ~],/~, respectively, and that p(A/~) is also deter- 
mined by ~, .P. Recall an irreducible nonnegative matrix with spectral radius 1 
has only one (except a positive multiple) positive fixed vectors• In the case The- 
orem J-B(ii) gives a positive answer to the following meaningful problem of in- 
verse fixed points: "for any two positive vectors ~, .p ~ R k and a positive 
number r determined by $,.P, find two irreducible nonnegative matrices 
A,/~ E Mk with spectral radius 1 whose fixed points are ~, 3;, respectively, 
and p(A/~) = r". 
2. Main results 
We start from the main definition which is a generalization of Definitions 
J-B (i) and (it). 
Definition 1. A pair of two n × n nonnegative matrices A and B is a basic 
(nl,.. • ,nk) block cocycl;c pair, if 
(o 
A = 
". Ak-i 
Ak 0 
B = 
:o 
Bi 
0 
(l) 
where nt + .." +nk = n; ni > 0, A,(Bi) is ni x n,~l (n,+l × n;), i=  I , . . . ,k ,  in 
which, and in the sequel, the indices are always interpreted rood k, e.g. 
k+l - - !  (mod k) etc. (A,B) is an (ni,...,nk) block cocyclic pair, if 
(PAP T, PBP T) is a basic (nl, . . . ,  nk) block cocyclic pair for some block permu- 
tation matrix P. 
We first consider the important case that both A and B are irreducible. Re- 
call any right Perron eigenvector f an irreducible nonnegative matrix is a pos- 
itive multiple of a unit positive vector by classical Perron-Frobenius Theory. 
Theorem 1. I f  (A,B) is a basic (nl , . . .  ,nk) block cocyclic pair in the form of 
Eq. (1), A and B have no zero rows or columns, and Gl = A! ...At, and Hi = 
Bk" .  Bl are irreducible, then 
(i) Both A and B are irreducible with positive spectrum radii: 
p(A) = (p(G,)) ilk, p(B) = (p(Hi)) ilk. 
(it) Any right Perron eigenvector of  A has the .form: x = (alx~,..., akx iT)T, 
where xi E R "'+1 is the positive unit right Perron eigenvector of 
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Gi=Ai . . .AkAl . . . `4 i - i ,  Le. Gixi = p(Gi)xi, i=  1, . . . ,k ,  and al , . . . ,ak are 
some positive numbers atisfying 
Aixi+! = (p(A)ai/ai+l)xi, i :  l , . . . , k ;  (2) 
and any right Perron eigenvector of  B has the form: y = (bly~,.. . ,  bky~) T, where 
Yi E R ~' is the positive unit right Perron eigenvector of  l-Ii = Bi-1.. "BiBk'' .B~, 
i.e. H~yi = p(l-l~)y~, i = 1, . . . ,  k, and b i , . . . ,  bk are some positive numbers atisfy- 
ing 
Biy, = (p(B)b,+l lb, )y i+l ,  i=  l , . . . ,k .  (3) 
Proof. (i) Since A (BJ has no zero rows or columns and GI (HI) is irreducible A 
(B) is irreducible and all Gi (Hi) are irreducible by Theorem 4.3 of [4]. It is 
easily seen that A k = diag(Gi , . . . ,  Gk) (B k = diag(Hi, . . . ,  Hk)), and 
p(Gi) = p(Gi)(p(ni) = p(nl)),  i=  l , . . . , k .  (E.g. p(G2) = p[(A2...,4k)Al] 
= p[AI(A2...,4/,)] = p(GI).) Therefore p(A k) = p(Gi), thus p(A) = (p(Gi)) l/k 
for i = 1,... ,k. Similarly p(B) = (p(Hi)) Uk, for i = 1,... ,k. 
(ii) Suppose x = (xl(,...,x~.)+,y= (y[, . . . .  y[)+, where x, ~ I~ "+' (y~ E t~"')is 
the unit right Perron eigenvector of G~ (Hi), i=  l , . . . , k .  Then 
Akx = p(Ak)x, Bky~ p(Bk)y, i.e. x (y) is a right Perron eigenvector of A k (Bk). 
If.~ -T ~T ~" .1  = (x l , . . . ,x  k ) , k ~ is a right Perron eigenvector of,4, then we have 
AkY¢ = p(Ak)k. Since A k is a direct sum of the k irreducible nonnegative matrices 
Gi , . . . ,  Gk, we conclude k; = a,xi, for some positive numbers ai, i = 1,...  ,k. 
Therefore, ,~ = (alXlT, . . . ,  akxT) T and ,4k = p(A)Yc implies 
ai+lAix, Fl = p(A)aixi, i=  I . . . .  ,k, which gives (2). Similarly any right Perron 
eigenvector fi must have the form (bryn, . . . .  bky~) T, where y, C R" is the unit 
Perron eigenvector of H, bi > 0, i = ! , . . . ,  k, satisfying Eq. (3). 
Conversely a direct computation shows that (alx~,...,akx~) T 
((bLv'r,...,bky[) T with all xi E R "~' (y, ~ R") being positive and 
ai > 0 (hi > 0), i = ! , . . . ,  k, satisfying Eqs. (2) and (3) is a right Perron eigen- 
vector of A (B). [] 
If(A. B) is an n l , . . .  ,n~ basic block cocyclic pair given by Eq. (1), then we 
have 
[xlYIm ,, p(`4B) [xly]., . .  
[xly],,,,,x <<" <<. , (4) f,(`4)p(B) 
by Theorem 7 of [3], where x and y are any positive right Perron eigenvectors of 
A and B which can be determined by Theorem l when both A and B are irre- 
ducible. Particularly if an irreducible nonnegative matrix A has the form given 
in Eq. (l) with a right Perron eigenvector: (atx~,... ,  akxX) +, where xi E [~"" is 
the unit right Perron eigenvector of Gi, then (A,A r) is an (hi, . . . .  nk) basic 
block cocyclic pair, p(A)=p(A  "r) = (AI . . .Ak) ilk, and any right gerron 
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eigenvector y of B = A T has the form: (b~yT,..., bky~') T with y, E II~"' being the 
unit right Perron eigenvector of G T. And (4) implies 
([Xl.~']min) 1/2 ffl(h) ~([xlY]max) 1,2 
[xlY]max <~ p(A-"-'~ [xlY]min ' 
where a~ (A) denotes the largest singular value or the spectral norm of A. 
Lemma 1. Let (A, B) be a basic (n l , . . . ,  nk) block cocyclic pair (of form (1)) such 
that for each i=  l , . . . , k ,  Ai, Bi have no zero rows or columns, and 
GI =Ai ...Ak, Hi =Bk. . .B I  are irreducible. Furthermore, suppose for each 
i=  l , . . . , k ,  Gi-i, Hi share the same unit right Perron eigenvector: 
xi = k~ = vi E R". By Theorem i (ii) any right Perron eigenvector x (y) of A 
(B) has the form." x=(alvT, . . . ,akv~) T (y=(blvT, . . . ,bkvT))  with 
ai > 0 (bi > 0), i = 1, . . . ,  k satisfying Eqs. (2) and (3). Let 
= 
( 0 5t 
(t, 
"• h,-i 
0 
D 
f o 
bl ". 
", •,. 
b,_l 0 
CM,, (5) 
with 
hi = p(A)ada,+l, [~, = p(B)b,+i/b,, i= l , . . . , k .  (6) 
and let .;¢ = (at,. ,a,) v, (p= (al, . . . .  a~) r)  which is a positive right Perron 
eigenveetor of.4 "('B) and gpam the one-dim'ensional eigenspace corresponding 
to p(,4) (p(B)). Then 
(i) p(A) = p(A) > O, p(B) = p(B) > O, [ i /P in  = [xlyL , = [xly]..,. 
(ii) 
p(AB) _ (7) 
p(A)p(B) [x/Y]min 
or 
p(AB) = [x/Y]mi. (7') 
p(A)p(B) [x/Y]m.x 
(Le. equality is attained in the right-hand or the left-hand inequality (4)) if and 
only it" 
p(.,<i/i) _ [t/P]m,~ (8) 
p(, , i )p(B) 
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or 
P("~B) [X/.~]min 
p(,,4)p(l~) [-'~/)3]max "
(8') 
respectively. 
Proof. (i) Theorem l(i) gives (p(/~))k =1-iik=l(ti = (p(A))k which implies 
p(A) = p(A) > O, p(l~) = p(B) > 0 because A (B) is irreducible, and the other 
two equalities are immediate. 
(ii) We have 
AB = diag(AiBl,... ,,4kBk), /IB = diag(asbl,... ,akbk), 
max p(AiBi), p(J/~) = max (~i,t~,). p(AB) = I<~i<~k I<~i~k 
Then Eqs. (3) and (2) imply 
AiBivi = biAiVi+l - "  clibivi, i = l , . . . , k .  
Since v~ is positive the above equalities yield^ p(A~B~) = ai[~, i = 1,. . . ,  k, by 
Theorem (1.11) of [1]. Therefore p(`4B) = p(`4B) which together with (i) imply 
(ii). [] 
Lemma I requires both A and B are irreducible. When ,4 or B is reducible, 
the conclusion (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1 still hold if the pair satisfy some other 
conditions as stated in the following theorem. 
Lemma 2. Let (A,B) be a basic (nl , . . . ,nk) block cocyclic pair such that 
A k = diag(Gt, . . . ,  Gk) (B k = diag(Hi, . . . ,  Ilk)) is not zero matrix and`4 (B) has 
a positive right Perron eigenvector x = (alvT,...,akv~) T (y = (blvT,... ,b~vr)) 
with vi E R"', ai > 0 (bi > 0), i = 1, . . . ,  k. (In the case ai (bi) satisfies Eqs. (2) 
and (3) and Gi-l, Hi share positive right Perron eigenvector: vi E R ' ,  
i=  1,.. .  ,k.) Let 4 ,  B be the matrices given by Eqs. (5) and (6), and let 
= (a/ , . . .  ,ak) r ( )  = (al , . . .  ,ak) v) which is a positive right Perron eigenvector 
of A (B)= Then " 
(i) p (A)= p(A) > O, p(B) = p(B) > 0, ["?/)]m~, = [x/Y]~x, ['f/)],m = [x/Y]m. 
(ii) Eq. (7) resp. (7') holds if and only if Eq. (8) resp. (8') holds. 
Proof. (i) Use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma l(i) and the 
following observation: Since each Gi-l, Hi has a ~Jositive right Perron 
eigenvector vi and there is at least one Gi (Hi) !s not zero, we have 
p(Gi) > 0 (p(Hi) > 0), i=  1, ... ,k, from which p(A) > 0 (p(B) > O) follows. 
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(ii) As in the proof of Lemma l(ii) we have p(AB) = maxl <~j<~k p(AiBi) and 
p(,4/~) = maxl<.j.<k p(~t~[~i). Then, Aivi+) = ht+lVi, and Bivi = b~+lvi+l, 
i = I, . . . .  k, whence 
Aigivi = DiAivi+l = Elibil)i, i = l , . . . , k .  
Since vi is positive the above equalities yield p(AiBi) = ai[~i, i = 1 , . . . ,  k, by Theo- 
rem(1.11)of[i].Thereforep(AB) = p(AB) whichtogetherwith(i) imply(i i ) .  [] 
In the sequel, if z is a vector with some components equal to zero, let ,~ de- 
note the vector from which all components equal to zero have been deleted. Let 
h be an integer satisfying 0 < h < min{n l , . . . ,  nk}. 
Suppose (A,B) is a basic (nl , . . .  ,nk) block cocyclic pair such that A (B) is 
nonnilpotent and has a right Perron eigenvector X=(alvT,.. . ,a~vVk)T 
(y = (bird,. . .  ,bk~ )), where a; > 0 (b; > 0), v~ E [~"' has exactly h zero com- 
ponents and is a right Perron eigenvector of A~Bi, i = 1, . . . ,k .  In the case 
a~(bi) satisfies Eqs. (2) and (3) and Gi-t,  Hi share a right Perron eigenvector: 
v,. E ~"', i = 1, . . . ,  k. Let .4 = PAP "r, B = PBP x, where P is any permutation ma- 
trix. Then x (y) is a right Perron eigenvector of A (B) if and only if Px (Py) is a 
right Perron eigenvector of A(B). Therefore we may assume, without loss of 
generality, that v T = ()3i, 0), where ~ c ~,,-h is positive for i = 17...,k. It is 
easily seen that Eqs. (2) and (3) imply 
0 A~' ' B, = B ," 
I I  I I  A,,B, c M/,, i=  I . . . . .  k. 
(E.g. 
and iS;+l is positive imply A'/' = 0.) From which follows 
) ,~ oA~°i = i * It l /  Ai Bi (o :,) (o Gi= H i= I I  ? H f! G, 
where G' i =AI...A'i_. I, H '= B'~ t . . .B  I, i=  1 . . . . .  k. Now vi is a right Perron 
eigenvector of AiBi implies that ~, is a positive right Perron eigenvector of 
AIB I from which follows p(A~B~) = p(AIB~), i=  1 . . . .  ,k, by Theorem (!.! 1) of 
[I]. Similarly the fact that vi is a right Perron eigenvector of Hi(Gg-,) implies 
that ~i is a positive right Perron eigenvector of H;(GI_,), whence 
p(G~) = p(G'~), p(H~) = p(H[), i=  1,.. .  ,k. Let 
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• )o  l • 
A' = . " , B' = BI 
.. A'k_ I .. .. 
AI~ 0 B'k_ l 0 
which is a basic (n'!,... ,n~) block cocyclic pair, then Yc = (a !~,  • • • ,  uk~,k-~'rxTS 
"T (y~ = (b ,~, . . . ,bkvk) )  is a positive right Perron eigenvector of ,4' (B'). Then 
we have 
# I 
max p(A,B,) = max P(AiBi) = p(A'B'), p(AB) = I < i<~k I <~i<~k 
p(A) = (p(G,)) I/k = (p(G;)) '/k = p(A'), 
and 
pW) = (p(n;)) '/* = (p(Z/)) '/k = p(B'). 
Therefore 
p(AB) p(` 4'B') 
p(A)p(B) p(A')p(lr)" 
Let ,4',/~' be the corresponding basic cocyclic pair defined by Eqs. (5) and (6) 
with A (B), x (y) replaced by ,4' (B'), ,~ (~), respectively, then 
p(A'B') p(XD')  
= and 
p(,4')p(B') p(J')p(D') 
[x/Y]m,,,, [(X')/(.~)lm., ["tiP]m,,,, 
['V.~lmi. [(D)/~)l,,,i. k/Ylmin 
(the last equality holds because (Yc) = .7, (p) = )), thus 
p(` 4B) _ [ '~/f i]max 
p(A)p(B) [x/.,vlmin (9) 
if and only if 
p(A'D') _ ['~/-Plm.x 
p(.'i ')p(D') {~/.P],,,~. ' 
We write down the forgoing results as 
(10) 
Lemma 3. I f  (A,B) is a basic (h i , . . .  ,nk) block cocyclic pair such that A (B) is 
nonniipotent and has a right Perron eigenvector x=(a lvX l , . . . ,akv~)  T 
(y = (blv~ . . . .  ,bkvT)) where ai > 0 (bi > 0), vi E R n' which is a right Perron 
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eigenvector of  AiBi, i = 1,. . . ,  k, has exactly h zero components, than Eq. (~) 
holds if and only if Eq. (10) holds. 
Theorem 2. Let (A,B), x = (alva,. . .  ,akvk)t t, y= (bird,.. • ,bkv/) satisfy the 
assumption of Lemma 1 or Lemma 2 (or l_emma 3), and Yc = (am,... ,at,) T, 
P = (bin,..., ak) T. Then Eq. (7) holds (or Eq. (9) holds) if  and only if [x/.V]max and 
[x/Y]min are attained at consecutive components of  the vector with the former 
preceding the latter. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 or Lemma 2 (or Lemma 3), Eq. (7) or Eq. (9) holds if and 
only if Eq. (8) or Eq. (10) holds, and by Theorem J-B(i), Eq. (8) or Eq. (10) 
holds if and only if ['~'/.~]max and [X/))]min are attained at consecutive 
components of the vector with the former preceding the latter, hence the 
conclusion follows. [] 
Lemma 4. Suppose a basic cocyclicpair .7t, B E Mk with p(,4) = p(B) = 1 have 
positive f ixed points ~ = (ul , . . . ,  uk) T, P = (vl , . . . , vk ) T E R k, respectively• Let 
alJn,,,2 I 0 •°• ••• 
• ak-IJnk_lnk 
akJnA,,i 0 
l' 0 b~J,,,,, 
blJn2,,I 
A = 
I 
I 
O 
m 
B = , (11) 
bk- IJ,,.,_, 0 
where ai = ui/(ui+lni+l), bi = vi+l/(v~ni), ni > O, i = 1,. . .  ,k; nl + ' "  + n~ = n; 
Jut is the u x v matrix whose entries are all 1. The, (A,B) is a basic 
(n l , . . . ,  nk) block cocyclic pair in M. satisfying 
p(A) = p(B) = l, Ax = x, By=y,  at,d 
p(AB) = p(A/~), (12) 
where 
x : (X lEn , , . . .  ,xkEnk) T, y = (ylE,~, . . . .  ykE,k) r E ~" (13) 
with Em= (1,. . . ,  1) t s R m. 
Proof. We " eed only prove the conclusion p(AB) = p(,4B), becausu the others 
are immediate• The assumption: .4~ = ~ and B)~ = .f implies 
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= 
I 0 
llk l ll l 
/ 0 
nilus. '~ 
I 
t 
Uk- I I Uk 
0 
v~lv, 
D = 
V2/V I 
0 
Vk/Vk_ 1 0 
hence p(A/l) = maxl ~,~k ( l l iV i+ l / l l i -~ l l i )  • On the other hand, we have 
p(AB) = maxl <~ i<. k (p(a,bini+ iJ,,,n,) 
= maxt<.i~., (ain,+lbini)= maxl<.i.<, (u,v,+l/u,+lvi). 
Therefore the desired conclusion follows• [] 
(14) 
Theorem 3. For any two positive rectors ~ = (ul , . . . ,  ltk) T, )3 = (Vl,  •. •, Vk) T E [~k 
and any positive k-tuple (hi . . . .  ,hA.), there exist a basic (ni , . . . ,nk) block 
cocyclic pair (A, B) of  nonnegative matrices in M,, (n = n i + . . .  + nk) satis/.)'ing 
p(A) = p(8)  = 1, Ax = x, ~v = y, ana p(AB) - [x/Y]m,,~ 
" I x /Y ] . . .  
Proof. By Theorem JB(i i) ,  tbr these two oositive vectors .i,.f, E R k, there exists 
a cocyclic pair (.4,/~) in M,, which are waitten as in Eq. (14), satisfying 
p(A) = p(/l) = I, J~ = .f, /Tf, =./',, and 
p( JD)  - [.'VP],.,,,, 
k ,q ' ]m, , ,  ' 
Let (A, B) be the basic (hi, . . . .  n,) block cocyclic pair in M,,. given by Eq. (11), 
and x. y be their positive fixed vectors given by Eq. (i 3). Then we havez by 
Lemma 4. that p(,4)=p(B) : 1: Ax=x;  By=y;  p(AB)=p(AB) ;  
[X/),]max' = [-'?/~] m,,~ and [X/)']min = [X/.~]min' from which follows 
p(AB) = p( AB) = [.;c/)3]m,,~l[.~/)3]mi . = [x/•V]m,,x/[X/Y]mi,,, whence the desired 
result holds. [] 
The left-hand inequality is not explored in [3]. Here we add a minor result in 
this respect. 
Theorem 4. Let ft, B C M~ he a co~3'clic pail" of  matrices with Perron right 
e(genvectors 5c, f' E •k, respectively. Then we have 
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p(,,iD) _ {~/Y]m,, 
p(A)p(B) ['~/Y]ma× (15) 
if and only V ['f/3~]min = [x/)3]ma~, o!" equivalently, .f,y are scalar muhiple of each 
other. 
Proof. We only need prove "only i f '  part, because " i f"  part immediately 
follows from Theorem 7 of [3]. Without loss of generality we may assume 
^ ^ 
(A, B) is a basic cocyclic pair with the form given in Definition J-B(i). It is clear 
that 
p(AB) p((llr)A(lls)B) 
p(,~)p(D) p((llr)A)p((lls)D) 
for any r > 0, s > 0. Therefore relation (15) holds if and only if it holds with/] ,  
/7 replaced by ( l /r)z],  (l/s)/7, respectively; and thus we may assume 
p(z]) = p(/7) 1, or equivalently, k k = 1--Ii:l as = I-Ij:l b1 = 1. In the case, we have 
^ ^ 
p(AB) _ p(A/1)= max (a~b,) >~ 1 
because a~ > O, b~ > O, i = 1 . . . . .  k, 
maxl<i~k (aibi) >f I. Finally 
l~< t,(,<i)p(D ) -[~/-~']m,,~ <~i 
yields l-f/Ylm,, = [-~IY],,,,,,. m 
and H~=l aibi = 1 imply 
Corollary I. Let an (h i , . . . ,  n~) block coc)'clic pail" (A, B) attd their right Perron 
eigenvectors x,y satisfy the assumption of Lemma I or Lemma 2 or Lemma 3. 
Then 
p(AB) .' [x/Ylmi, 
p(d)p(B) [x/Y]m,, ~ 
if and o,ly if x, y are scalar multiple of each other. 
3. Remarks 
!. Our Theorem 3 is apparently a generalization of both Theorem 11 of [3] in 
the case nl = . . .  = nk = 1 and Theorem 16 of [2] in the case nl -- ..- = n,. 
2. We will prove our Theorem 2 is a generalization of Theorem 9 of [2]. Sup- 
pose that the basic block cocyclic pair (under Definition J-B(ii)) A and B sat- 
isfy the assumption of Theorem 9 of [2], then (A,B) is a basic (n l , . . . ,  nk) 
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block coeyclic pair (under Definition 1) with nl = ""  = nk = n/k  = m, and 
Aiu = p(Ai)u, Biu = p(Bi)u, i = 1 , . . . ,  k, where u E Mm is positive or nonneg T 
ative with only one zero component. In the case x = (a luT , . . . ,aku T) 
(y = (bluT,..., bkuT)) is a right Perron eigenvector of A(B), where 
al =bt  = 1, ai : p(A i ) ' - I / (p (At ) " 'p (A i - t ) ) ,  
bi = (p (Bt ) ' "p (B i - I ) ) /P (B , )  i-1, i=  2 , . . . , k .  
If u is positive, then the basic block pair (`4, B) satisfies the assumption of Lem- 
ma 2, whence the conclusion of Theorem 9 of [2] holds by Theorem 2. If u is 
nonnegative with only one zero component, then the last component of Pu is 
zero for some permutation matrix P, hence we may assume, without loss of 
generality, that uT= (~,0), where ~ is positive (m- l ) -vector .  Since 
A~u = p(Ai)u, Biu = p(B~)u, i = l , . . . , k ,  we have 
) (o '  ) `4i , B~ = (16)  
where 0t~ >i 0, fl, >/ 0, ,41 (B'~) has a positive right Perron eigenvector ~and 
p(,4, )=p(A[) ,  p (B , )=p(B[ ) ,  i= l , . . . , k ,  which implies ct,<~p(,4[), 
fli <~ p(B~). Furthermore 
p(A,B~) = p(diag(A;B I, 0t, fl,)) = max{p(A;Bi), ~,fl,} 
= p(,4'iB;), i=  l , . . . , k .  
Since AIBI~=p(BI )A '~=p(AI )p(B I )~ and ~ is positive, we have 
p(AIB~) = p(A[)p(Bl), hence p(A~B~)= p(,4,)p(B~). Therefore the basic block 
pair (A, B) satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3 and the conclusion of Theorem 
9 of [2] holds by Theorem 2. 
3. The proof of Theorem 9 of [2] requires that only one component of u is 
equal to zero, but it is allowed in Theorem 2 that each v~ E R ' ,  
i = I , . . . ,k ,  can have exactly h zero components with 
0 < h < mini <.i<.k {n~}. In addition, in the case both A and B are irreducible 
the assumptions (for each i = 1, . . . ,  k, Gi-i, Hi share the same unit right Per- 
ron eigenvector) in our Theorem 2 (Lemma 1) might be simpler and more 
natural than the assumptions in Theorem 9 of [2]. 
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